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Unit 2000-2004 Sfrategic Plan

"The Main Thing for the organization as a whole must be a common and 
unifying concept to which every unit can contribute. Each department and 
team must be able to see a direct relationship between what it does and this 
overarching goal."

7The Power of Alignment 

Safe, event-free, cost-competitive 
nuclear production of electricity 
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With deregulation of the electric utility industry approaching in the next few years, it 

is imperative that safe, reliable, low cost nuclear power continue to be an integral 

part of OPPD's generation mix strategy. This transition will present Fort Calhoun 
Business Unit with tremendous challenges as well as opportunities.  

To meet these challenges, this Strategic Plan has been developed to serve as our 

"bridge to the future". It is the first step in communicating a sense of direction to 

our employees and should be used as a guide as we move forward. Together, we are 

responsible for the success of Fort Calhoun Business Unit, and together, we will make 

FCBU the recognized nuclear industry leader and the energy supplier of choice.  

The illustration symbolizes two concepts. First, it depicts the Main Thing bridging 

the gap between the conceptual components of our Strategic Plan with the 

application of those concepts, thus ensuring alignment. Secondly, the bridge 

symbolizes the crossover of the electric utility industry from a regulated to a de

regulated environment For Fort Calhoun Business Unit to be successful, we must 

remain focused on the Main Thing.

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS 

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

THE MAIN THING
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As OPPD enters the dawn of a new millennium, we can be proud of how far we 
have come in the last five decades. Fort Calhoun has been an integral part of 
OPPD's generation strategy for half of the District's life, and will continue to play 
a major role in the future. You reached several milestones during 1999, for which 
you can be very proud. Most notably, a record breaker to breaker run of 483 days 
was completed in October, the shortest refueling outage in FCBU history was 
completed within budget, and a Memo of Understanding was signed by OPPD and 
Energy Northwest to explore the potential of forming a joint service company.  

All of these major accomplishments exemplify the spirit, teamwork and hard work 
of Fort Calhoun employees. For OPPD to succeed in its 'Main Thing' of 
'Exceeding Customer Expectations', it is paramount that Fort Calhoun succeed in 
its 'Main Thing' of 'Safe, Event-Free, Cost-Competitive Nuclear Production of 
Electricity'.  

Nuclear safety has been, and must continue to be the No. 1 priority at Fort 
Calhoun, remaining at the forefront of our thoughts in our daily activities. We 
must not allow peripheral issues unrelated to the central issue of Nuclear Safety to 
cloud our decisions. We must do the right thing all the time, every time. We 
cannot do enough, nor can we afford to do any less.  

Years ago, OPPD made the commitment to aggressively participate in a 
deregulated electric utility environment in order to deliver the benefits to our 
customer-owners. As we move forward into this changing business climate, 
OPPD's core business of providing electricity remains the key to our success.  
And with that, nuclear safety remains the key to Fort Calhoun's success.

We are excited about our potential for the District and for Fort Calhoun Business 
Unit, and believe that your contributions will allow us to succeed in a new 
millennium and a new environment.

Fred M. Petersen 
President and CEO
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In order for OPPD to be successful in the deregulated electric utility environment, 
Fort Calhoun Business Unit must be successful, pure and simple. One of the 
precepts that deregulation teaches you is that just because something worked well 
today doesn't guarantee that it will work well tomorrow. Something else may 
work better. Complacency leads to mediocrity. Mediocrity will eventually lead to 
failure. Deregulation will speed the process.  

With deregulation, the rules are being rewritten nationwide, and that means game 
plans and strategies have to be revised, too. However, some elements of our 
strategic plan are so fundamental to our business that they virtually never change.  
When they do change, the changes are not dramatic, but rather they represent a 

refinement or a slight shift in priorities. Examples include our vision mission, 
values The Main Thing, critical success factors and performance indicators.  

In contrast, other components of the Plan-Deploy-Review (PDR) process - the key 

actions, business systems used, cross-functional projects and tactics we employ to 
achieve results - will change as goals are met, mistakes are made, lessons are 
learned and we continue to progress.  

FCBU management attended a two-day meeting in December, 1999 to develop the 
2000 Strategic Plan using the PDR process adopted in 1999. Plan elements 
mentioned in the above paragraphs were reviewed, revised and interrelated to 

ensure they capture the essence of our business - who we are and what we do, 
thus getting us on the path to alignment.  

We should always ask, does this activity support the Main Thing, and is it 

consistent with our vision, mission and values. In addition, the activity should 
support one of the critical success factors (CHOICE). If the activity passes the 
test, its effect on the organization's performance will be reflected in our existing 

performance indicators. If we have selected appropriate performance indicators, 
they will measure our progress towards achieving our critical success factors. Our 
strategic plan, business plans and long-range plan will keep us aligned and ensure 
we meet our goals. The Power of Alignment is great indeed.  

W. Gary Gat s 
Vice President-Nuclear
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Fort Calhoun Business Unit employees can take pride in the 

following accomplishments achieved during 1999...  

- -Completed a Fort Calhoun Station record breaker to breaker run 
, of 483 days on October 1, 1999.  

*,Completed the shortest refueling outage in FCS history - 40 days 
and 15 hours - within budget.  

. :FCS generated approximately 3.6 million MWH resulting in a 
unit capacity factor of 87%.  

, .The FCS Operator Training Programs received accreditation 
renewal in March.  

.,INPO completed an evaluation of FCS in January 1999 and 
awarded the station with an assessment of"2".  

.:OPPD and Energy Northwest signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding to explore the potential of forming a joint service 
company.  

- .A study was completed showing that license renewal of Fort 
Calhoun Station is a prudent course of action for OPPD to pursue.  

""-FCS participated in piloting the new NRC Risk-Based Inspection 
program.  

*.Six new Reactor and four new Senior Reactor Operators were 
examined and licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC), building on a 100% success rate for these critical 
examinations dating back to 1985.  

. Radiation exposures were significantly below the 1999 goals.
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Fort Calhoun Business i

Our vision is to be the recognized nuclear industry leader 
and the energy supplier of choice.  

Being theiindushy leader...  

... will be achieved through innovative, professional performance and 
individual commitment to achieve our goals. The key ingredient is people.  
Fort Calhoun's real assets are its intellectual assets. By being innovative in 
the way we do business, we will achieve measurable results that exceed our 
expectations, thus providing extra value to the customer. We will not rest on 
past accomplishments, but will review existing work practices to improve the 
efficiency and effectiveness of the operations and to establish a culture of 
continuous improvement.  

Team performance as professionals will enable individuals with diverse 
backgrounds to achieve synergies that will not be possible with individual 
efforts alone. Team efforts will enhance productivity improvements to make 
the Fort Calhoun Station safer, more reliable and less costly to operate.  

Innovative change through creative thinking requires the commitment of 
each and every individual in the organization. The commitment of every 
employee to the change process is essential to our success. Innovative 
change cannot occur without the efforts of an experienced and well-qualified 
work force. Additionally, it is important for employees to have enthusiasm 
and excitement for their work and for Fort Calhoun. How employees feel 
about being in this business adds tremendous energy to what we're doing at 
Fort Calhoun. Each employee must be willing to give his/her best 
performance in the pursuit of excellence. Through professional team 
performance and individual commitment we will preserve nuclear energy for 
the people of Nebraska as a viable source beyond 2013.
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We will produce electricity safely, reliably, and cost
competitively, while exceeding customer expectations.  

A . n _ I: -, , . Ut> 

... in operating and maintaining the Fort Calhoun Station to produce electricity for 
OPPD's customers is our mission. By operating and maintaining the station, 
prudently, efficiently, and effectively we will also be cost competitive in a 
deregulated environment.  

Nuclear Safety will always be the first and most important factor that drives every 
action we perform at Fort Calhoun. We will employ the Plan-Deploy-Review (PDR) 
process to ensure alignment of our vision, mission, values, critical success factors and 
performance indicators with the Main Thing.  

We will continue our proud, twenty-six year history of nuclear and industrial safety 
by continuing to emphasize that the key to achieving safe, event-free operation is by 
using all of the Human Performance Tools at our disposal. These include frequent 
management oversight of plant activities, a strong reactivity management program, 
effective three-way communications, self-checking and peer checking, conservative 
decision making, procedural compliance and positive reinforcement, to name a few.  
We will continue to communicate requirements for job performance at pre-job 
briefings to increase level of performance and focus attention on work processes. We 
will maintain a questioning attitude to identify potential problems. We will use self
assessments to determine the strengths and weaknesses of performance and processes.  
We will promptly identify root causes for significant problems and ensure that 
corrective actions are broad and lasting. We will keep the plant in excellent physical 
condition. We will continue to benchmark against other nuclear plants to ensure we 
are keeping abreast of the latest industry practices.  

Alone, each of the practices mentioned above will not assure a continual focus on 
Nuclear Safety. However, acting in concert with one another, we know that Nuclear 
Safety will drive each and every decision we make at Fort Calhoun Station.  

Employing the PDR process, we will align employees' behavior with the company's 
mission, turning intentions into actions. By doing all the right things the right way at 
the right time, through effective leadership, we will be the recognized nuclear industry 
leader and energy supplier of choice in a deregulated environment.
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Fort Calhoun Business

The best of today's highly successful companies all share one common trait. They 
are firmly committed to a clear set of values that guide their business. When you 
have a group of people who share the same core values about how to conduct 
business, then there's no question about what's right and what's wrong. In this sort 
of culture, employees have the confidence to make decisions and to do the right 
things at the right time. This sense of direction translates into efficiency and a long
lasting company. Technical skills are important, but what really makes the 
difference is personal values.  

"* SAFETY CONSCIOUS 

Nuclear, radiological and industrial safety are the top priority in all 
actions/decisions 
A conservative approach is taken 
Plan for success, anticipate failure 
Maintain a questioning attitude 

"* TEAMWORK 
- Cooperative 
- Interest is the group vs. self 
- Positive and enthusiastic attitude 
- Practice conflict resolution 
- Bashing is prohibited 

"* AccoUNTAmiLITY 
- Answerable for individual actions 
- Proactive 
- Meets due dates 
- Meets commitments made by self or organization 

"* INTEGRITY 
- Honest 
- High standards 
- Ethical and moral 
- Fosters an environment of trust 

"* RESPECT FOR INDIVIDUALS 
- Appreciate each other's differences 
- Focus on resolving issues 
- Empathize with other points of view 
- Kind and considerate 

"* SIMPLICITY 
- Strive for improvement 
- Reduce complexity/scope 
- Eliminate non-value added tasks



The Main Thing must drive the planning process. However, 
identification of The Main Thing is not enough. Successful planning 
demands a coordinated set of Critical. Success Factors 
(CHOICE) combined with related strategic objectives that align 
intent with actions. These provide the broad direction to our 
employees and set the framework for developing key actions and 
performance indicators. Every action we perform should support one 
or more of the critical success factors. Solid performance under 
CHOICE will ensure achievement of our vision.  

Key actions describe what we will do to meet our critical success 
factors and strategic objectives. They include projects, programs and 
initiatives that will be undertaken in each CHOICE area, and should 
be consistent with our vision, mission and values. If the key action 
does this, its effect on the organization's performance will be 
reflected in our performance indicators.  

Performance indicators are the tools we use to measure progress 
within each critical success factor. They tell us whether or not our 
level of performance meets the standards we have set. The 
performance indicators should not change throughout the year.  

In the following pages, each Fort Calhoun Business Unit critical 
success factor is discussed. This includes the CHOICE statement, 
related strategic objectives, key actions and performance indicators to 
measure progress.P
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Fort Calhoun Business U

Being the Best: 

Is a Matter of CHOICE 

C - Critical self-assessments and broad and lasting 

corrective actions 

H - Human performance is exemplary 

0 - Operations are event-free throughout the 

organization 

I - Initiatives in high visibility areas have strong 

performance 

C - Cost-effective producer of electricity 

E - Excellence in materiel condition



The following set of indicators fit all the CHOICE strategies. These are the World 
Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO) indicators that are well accepted 
throughout the nuclear industry. Our vision is to be the recognized industry leader 
in the nuclear production of electricity. The WANO indicators, as well as other 
specific indicators will serve as a guide in the pursuit of excellence.  

Overall Performance Indicator 
The Overall Performance Indicator Is a weighted combination of eleven WANO Performance 
Indicators calculated by INPO. In order to achieve a performance rating of 100, a plant would 
have to achieve the best value for each of the eleven indicators when compared to the Industry.  

1997 1998 . 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 :2::.004 

IF CWGoal: N/A N/A ::89. 90 .9 92 92: 92 
FC-SActual 83.2 87.6 -89.0 - .. . ..  

Unit Capability Factor 
Unit capability factor Is the percentage of maximum energy generation that a plant Is capable of 
supplying to the electrical grid, limited only by factors within control of plant management. A 
high unit capability factor indicates effective programs and practices am being following in 
order to minimize unplanned energy losses and to optimize planned outages, thereby 
maximizing available electrical generation.

84.3%*, 95.9% 85.5% 92.2% 95.9% 88.5% 
17.2% -, . .. . .

Unit 2000-2004 Strategfc Ran 
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Fort Calhoun Business Unit 2

Unplanned Automatic Scrams 
Unplanned Automatic Scrams while critical are the automatic shutdown of the reactor by a 
rapid Insertion of all control rods as a result of actuation of the Reactor Protection System.  
Trips caused by equipment failure, spurious signals, or personnel error are all counted.  
Manual trips are not counted. This Indicator provides an indication of success In Improving 
plant safety and helps us to prevent undesirable and unplanned thermal-hydraulic and 
reactivity transients requiring reactor trips.  

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

FCBU Goal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
FCBU Actual 0 0 0 - - - -

Unplanned Capability Loss 
UCLF is the ratio of the unplanned energy losses during a given period of time to the reference 
energy generation expressed as a percentage. Unplanned energy loss is defined as energy not 
produced as a result of unscheduled shutdowns, outage extensions, or load reductions due to 
causes under plant management control. Energy losses are considered to be unplanned if they 
are not scheduled at least four weeks in advance.  

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

FCBU Goal 1.58% 3.5% 3.0% 4.1% 3.0% 3.1% 4.1% 3.0% 
FCBU Actual 9.9% 4.2% 0.2% - - - -

Collective Radiation Exposure 
Collective Radiation Exposure is the total external whole body dose received by all personnel 
(including contractors and visitors) coming on site, as measured by the primary dosimeter or 
TLD. Low exposure Indicates strong management attention to radiological protection.  

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

FCBU Goal 38.0 <244 <200 <18 ....  
FCBU Actual 40.8 223.8 181.9" - .. ..  

Estimate 
To be determined each year by the Radiation Practice Oversight Committee
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Low Level Radioactive Waste 
Volume of Low4evel Radioactive Waste is the total volume of low-level solid radioactive waste 
that has been generated, processed, and packaged in final form (e.g., compacted or solidified) 
and ready for disposal. Measured in cubic meters.

34.0 <23.0 : <23X0I 11.3 
22.2 17.09 21.67 -

To be determined each year by the Radiation Practice Oversight Committee.  

Fuel Reliability Indicator 
Fuel Reliability Is measured by monitoring the steady-state primary coolant Iodine-131 activity 
(micro curies per gram), corrected for the tramp uranium contribution normalized to a common 
purification rate. Goals for this performance indicator are to remain below Action Level I and 
maintain a FRI of less that 5E-04 micro curiesigram, which Is representative of zero fuel 
cladding defects.  

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

FCBU Goal N/A 1.7E-3 5.EOE-4 5:06-4 :5.OE-4 5.0E4 :5.OE4 5.0E1-4 
FCBU Actual 4.2E-3 8.5E-3 9.3E-4 - - - -

Safety System Indicator - High Pressure Safety Injection System 

The safety system Indicators monitor the availability of three important standby safety systems 
at the plant These include the High Pressure Safety Injection system, as well as the next two 
indicators: the Auxiliary feedwater system and the emergency AC Power System indicator.

.003 : .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 .003 

.001 .000 .001 - - - - -

Safety system Indicator - Auxiliary Feedwater System 

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

.01 .01 .01 
.004 .001 .002

.01 .01 .01 .01 .01

FCBU Actual

FCBU Actual

FCBU Goal 
FCBU Actual

14<



Fort Calhoun Business Unit

Safety system indicator - Emergency AC Power System Indicator

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

FCBU Goal .024 .024 .024 .024 .024 .024 .024 .024 
FCBU Actual .015 .017 .005 - - - -

Thermal Performance Indicator 
Thermal performance monitors how efficiently a plant converts thermal energy into electrical 
output. High performance indicators reflect high thermal efficiency.

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

FCBU Goal 99.6 99.7 99.7 99.7 99.8 99.8 99.8 99.8 
FCBU Actual 99.9 100 99.6 - - - -

Secondary System Chemistry Indicator 
This indicator provides an indication of progress in controlling chemical parameters to retard 
deterioration of key plant materials and components.

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

FCBU Goal 1.4 <1.1 <1.2 <1.15 <1.15 <1.15 <1.15 <1.15 
FCBUActual 1.33 1.16 1.24 - - - -

Industrial Safety Accident & Disabling Injury/illness Rate 
The industrial safety accident rate tracks the number of accidents that result in lost work time, 
restricted work or fatalities per 200,000 work-hours. The nuclear industry provides one of the 
safer industrial work environments.

1997 -1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

FCBU Goal <.5 <.4 <.4 
FCBU Actual 0 0.18 .08

<.4 <.4 <.4 <.4 <.4
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* •Strategic Objectives: To promote behaviors throughout the organization that 
support objective self-assessment and effective problem identification, evaluation, 
tracking, correction and trending. Such a learning organization will seek continuous 
improvement by identifying and implementing opportunities for improvement 

Success Criteria/ Top Tier Performance Indicators: 
* Self-assessment Quality Index 
* In-progress Condition Reports (Level 1-4) greater than six months old 
* RCA/ACA Quality Index 
* Effectiveness of Corrective Actions 

Key Actions: 
. Complete self-assessment scheduling and implement the year 2000 functional area 

self-assessment plan.  
* Ensure self-assessment findings are addressed through the corrective action program.  
* Perform self-assessment on station self-assessment practices.  
. Perform self-assessment on corrective action development and effectiveness reviews.  
* Perform self-assessment on station performance trending practices.  

- Perform periodic Common Cause Analysis (CCA) to identify Programmatic and 
* -Organizational issues.  

* Train managers and supervisors on causal analysis, corrective action development & 
effectiveness reviews, trending, and condition report system management.  

• •i* Senior managers periodically reinforce expectations on use of self-assessments, 
corrective action program, and trending.  

•. :.•<'•'W -3W- :



Fort Calhoun Business Unit 2i

Self Assessment Quality Index 
This performance indicator is based upon evaluation of Individual area self-assessment 
activities. Self-assessment activities are grouped into the areas of Operations, Maintenance, 
Engineering and Plant Support. Assessment quality is evaluated by the NSRG through the 
Self-Assessment scorecard. Data is provided as 12 month rolling averages.  

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

FCBU Goal 85% 90% 95% 95% 95% 95% 

FCBU Stretch goal N/A 95% - - " 

FCBU Actual 84.5% - -

RCAIACA Quality Index 
This performance indicator is based on the evaluation of the quality of individual root cause 
analysis (RCA) and apparent cause analysis (ACA). Cause analysis quality is evaluated by the 
CAG through use of scorecards. Data is a monthly average score for each type of analysis.  

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

FCBU Goal 70% 80% 80% 80% 80% 
FCBU Stretch goal 80% - - -

FCBUActual - - -.. 

In-Progress Condition Reports (Level 1-4) Greater than 6 Months Old 
This indicator shows the total numbe" of in-progress Condition Reports (Level 1-4) greater than 
six months old..  

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

FCBU Goal N/A 180 150 150 150 150 
FCBU Stretch goal N/A 150 - - -- -

FCBU Actual 218 - - -.  

Effectiveness of Corrective Actions 
This performance indicator is based on the review for effectiveness of corrective actions to 
prevent recurrence on Level 1, 2 and 3 Condition Reports. The technique used to perform the 
review and the individual performing the review are assigned by the Condition Report owners.  
Data provided is a rolling three month quotient for the reviews performed with satisfactory 
results.  

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

FCBU Goal 90% 95% 95% 95% 95% 
FCBU Stretch goal 95% -- -

FCBU Actual -. . . .
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Strategic Objectives: To create a work environment that results in a high
performing, motivated work force. To reduce the probability of human error.  

Success Criteria/ Top Tier Performance Indicators: 
* Significant Active Human Error Related Condition Reports (CR) 
* Significant Latent Human Error Condition Reports 
* Work Environment Motivational Index 

Key Actions: 
"* Formally develop and adopt a Human Performance System Model for the site that 

can be used at the department level for identifying and addressing performance 
issues.  

"* Develop and implement a streamlined observation program that simplifies the process 
for performing and trending field observations.  

"* Provide human performance fundamentals training to all supervisors and managers 
that incorporates the use of the Human Performance System Model adopted above.  

"* Provide human performance fundamentals and error reduction technique training to 
all personnel.  

"* Continue conducting weekly leadership sessions with management personnel, and 
expand the use of these sessions to include supervisory personnel.

3-



Significant Active Human Error Related Condition Reports 
This Indicator will monitor the number of significant condition reports (level 1, 2, or 3) (on a 
rolling 12 month average basis) that appear to be the result of active human errors by 
individuals working at FCS. Active human errors are those errors that when made, tend to 
result in an Immediate, undesirable event or condition.

Idctr :2000 2001 2002 :2003 2004

FCBU Goal 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
FCBU Stretch goal 1.0 - - -

FCBU Actual - - - -

"Significant Latent Human Error Related Condition Reports 
This indicator will monitor the number of significant condition reports (level 1, 2, or 3) (on a 
rolling 12 month average basis) that appear to be the result of latent human errors by 
individuals working at FCS. Latent human errors are those errors that when made, tend to 
remain unnoticed for a long period of time. Usually these errors are discovered through 
program assessments or when the error is triggered through other events or conditions.

c 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

FCBU Goal 1.1 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 
FCBU Stretch goal 0.75 - - -

FCBU Actual -. . . .  

Work Environment Motivational Index 
This new indicator has been created in an attempt to determine whether the work environment has 
supported the creation of a high performing, well-motivated work force. To accomplish this 
measurement, five separate factors will be measured and then averaged together. The five factors 
that have been chosen include: 
* A measurement of the amount of unplanned overtime 
* A measurement of how many individuals incur lost vacation time 
* A measurement of how effectively vacation time is used 
* A measurement of the amount of sick leave used per person 
* A measurement of the employee turnover rate for the Nuclear Divisions 
Measurement of these individual factors will range from 0, for a negative motivational indicator to 1, 
which represents a positive indication. The five factors will be averaged to calculate a monthly index.  
The motivational index will be reported on a rolling.12 month average basis to provide an overall 
indication of the whether the work environment is resulting in a positive or negative motivational 
atmosphere.

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

FCBU Goal >0.75 >0.83 >0.83 >0.83 
FCBU Stretch goal >0.83 - -

FCBU Actual -. . .

>_0.83



Strategic Objectives: To prevent site events and improve organizational 
effectiveness.  

Success Criteria/ Top Tier Performance Indicators: 
* Average Days for Resetting the Site-wide Clock 
• INPO Significant Events 
* INPO Noteworthy Event 

Key Actions: 
* Develop a standardized site-wide "Human Performance Toolbox".  
* Train all personnel on the use of the tools in the Human Performance Toolbox.  
* Establish a Human Performance "theme" for department that engage in periodic 

requalification training.  
* Train all Managers/Supervisors/Crew Leaders on the use and application of positive 

reinforcement and recognition as a method to improve performance.  
* Develop and implement a site-wide recognition program that allows personnel to be 

recognized "on-the-spot" rather than the periodic "Employee of the Quarter" program 
that we currently have.  

* Develop and implement a "Tell Me!" program to encourage personnel to seek 
feedback on their performance while being observed.  

* Train all personnel who are involved with pre-job briefings on pre-job briefing 
standards. The training should focus on not only teaching them the pre-job briefing 
standards, but also allowing time for practice and critique in a training setting.  

* Develop and implement a screening process that is used to review work for risk and 
prompt a requirement for a pre-job briefing. Currently, this is a discretionary 
requirement that is driven by a perceived need by anyone involved with a particular 
job.  

"* Develop a "Just-in-Time" operating experience database for On-line activities. This 
was developed for the outage with excellent results. This merely applies an already 
successful program to on-line periods.  

"* Develop and Implement behavior-based self-assessments site-wide using the 
Operations Self-Assessment process as the model.  

"* Modify the observation scorecards to establish three new performance categories 
"Coached/Meets Standards/Outstanding". The current Scorecard grading system 
(points & weighting factors) could be improved using three performance categories 
to capture both poor performance and excellent performance.  

"* Establish "Block" working periods for Managers and Supervisors. "Block" working 
periods are defined as time periods when the Manager/Supervisor is working in 
his/her office with the office door closed and the phone forwarded to phone mail.  
Typically, block-working periods allow the Manager/Supervisor to be more 
productive during the workday, which, in turn, allows more free time for in-plant 
observation.
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Average Days for Resetting the Site-wide Clock 
The site-wide event clock is reset following the occurrence of a significant condition report 
(Level I or 2) that adversely affects plant operating status or safety margin and which was 
within the organization's ability to prevent. This Indicator tracks a 12 month rolling average of 
the number of days between succeeding event clock resets.

1997 1998 1999 2000: 2001 2002 2003 2004

FCBU Goal N/A N/A 40 50 60 90 90 90 
FCBU Stretch goal N/A N/A N/A 60 - - -

FCBUActual 17.3 38.7 45.6 - . . . .  

INPO Significant Events 
Significant events are events that exhibit one or more of the following characteristics: 1) severe 
or unusual transients, 2) safety systems malfunctions or improper operations, 3) major 
equipment damage caused by lengthy unplanned outages or significant reductions in power 
levels, replacement of or extensive repairs to major equipment, fuel rod failures requiring a 
shutdown, and 4) other events involving nuclear safety and plant reliability. Events are 
screened and designated significant by INPO.

S1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

FCBU Goal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
FCBU Actual 1 0 0 - - - -

* Estimate 

INPO Noteworthy Events 
A noteworthy event is an event determined to be not "significant" but is indicative of (or 
indicates the existence of precursors to) maintenance, operation, administrative, or 
management problems. Events are screened and designated operationally noteworthy by 
INPO.  

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

FCBU Goal N/A N/A 7 6 7 6 6 6 
FCBU Stretch goal N/A N/A N/A 5 - - -

FCBU Actual 9 10 8* - - - -

* Estimate
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Strategic Objective: Identify high visibility initiatives and align the organization 
to assure the initiatives are successful.  

Success Criteria/ Top Tier Performance Indicators: 
* Success Criteria Established for Each Initiative 
* Action Plan Developed 
* Communication Plan Developed 
* Independent Review Scheduled 
* Incorporated into Business Plans and Budgets 
* Resources and Support are Sufficient 
* Milestones are being met 
* Success Criteria will be met on time and within Budget 
* Expected Completion Date 

Key Actions: 
"* Initiatives in high visibility areas will be added or deleted by the Senior Management 

team. They will be selected based on their potential to impact: 
"* Safe, event-free production of electricity 
"* Cost effectiveness and our ability to compete in a deregulated industry 
"* Building and maintaining trust with regulators, customers and employees 

"* An owner will be assigned for each initiative.  
"* An action plan or project plan will be developed for each initiative. As a minimum, 

the plan will contain: 
"* Success criteria 
"* Milestone schedule 
"* How important information will be communicated to the organization 
"* Expectation to perform an independent review 
"* A description of the resources needed to complete the work 
"* A statement describing how the work will impact the budget 

"* The WHO, WHAT, WHEN, WHERE and HOW for each initiative will be 
communicated to the organization using appropriate media.  

"* Implement Level I program for significant issues.
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Fort Calhoun Business Unit

1999 Initiatives Completed Successfully= 
* 1999 Refueling Outage 
& Operations Training Accreditation Renewal 

* RAMS 
* Switchyard Modification 
• 1999 Grade Exercise 
* Y2K 
* Zebra Mussel Initiative 

Current Initiatives: 

"* Improvements in Preventative Maintenance and Predictive 
Maintenance Programs 

"* Work Management Process 

"* License Renewal 
"* New Regulatory Oversight Process 

"• Non-Operations Training Accreditation Renewal 

"* RAMS Project 
"* Joint Operations Company



Strategic Objectives: To promote cost consciousness throughout the organization 
without compromising the highest standards of nuclear, radiological and industrial safety.  
To align Fort Calhoun Business Unit with Energy Production and Marketing's needs, and 
exceed expectations.  

Success Criteria/ Top Tier Performance Indicators: 

* Meet or beat budget (Level I Costs) 
* Projected Net Generation 

0 0 & M in Cents/kWh 
* Going-forward costs in Cents/kWh 
• Bus bar costs in Cents/kWh 

Key Actions: 
"* Develop reward system for cost reductions.  
"* Streamline processes by cost effective use of human resources.  
"* Determine the needs and expectations of EP&M 
"* Communicate budget information and actual financial results with FCS employees & 

EP&M.  
"* Improve financial accountability and control of all nuclear expenditures, including 

corporate charges.  
* Train employees on fiscal responsibility 
* Develop an integrated long-range plan and schedule which is needed to align the 

organization to the most important issues at Fort Calhoun.  
* Implement an Activity Based Management system.  
* Implement a long-term project management system.
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Fort Calhoun

Meet or Beat Budget (Level I Costs) 
The objective of this performance indicator is to measure FCBU's ability to 
expenditures that are under the direct control of the four Nuclear Divisions.

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

FCBU Goal 54.2 64.8 71.6 61.4 73.6 73.6 61.4 73.6 
FCBU Actual 57.0 72.7 72.6* - - - -

* Estimate 

Net Generation (GWH) 
Net generation is an important performance Indicator of cost competitiveness. In a deregulated 
market, the safe and event-free generation of electricity based on market rates will result in 
revenues to the FCBU. Generation is also the denominator of the formulas for three of the cost 
competitiveness performance indicators.

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

FCBU Goal (1) 4080 3461 3465 3999 3392 3299 3982 3414 
FCBU Stretch goal N/A N/A 3600 4103 3775 3655 4103 3775 
FCBU Actual 3813 3389 3581 - - - -

(1) Per Corporate Business Goal 

O & M in Cents/kWh 
O & M expenses include costs directly associated with Production Operation and Maintenance 
expenses, including Nuclear fuel expense and Administrative and General expenses. All levels 
(1, 2 and 3) are included in this performance indicator. These expenses are then divided by the 
net generation produced by the FCS.  

Going-forward Costs in CentslkWh 
Going-forward costs include costs directly associated with Operation and Maintenance 
expenses, as described above and Construction expenditures associated with FCS. All levels 
(1, 2 and 3) are included in this performance indicator. Sunk costs, such as depreciation, 
interest on the plant investment, and others are excluded. These expenses are then divided by 
the net generation produced by the FCS. This performance indicator is important to measure 
economic competitiveness.  

Busbar Costs in Cents/kWh 
Busbar includes O&M expenses, as described above, as well as Depreciation, 
Decommissioning, Interest expense, and any other non-operating income/ expense. All levels 
(1, 2 and 3) are included in this performance indicator. These expenses are then divided by the 
net generation produced by the FCS.
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Unit 2000-2004 Strategic Plan

Strategic Objective: Assure equipment performance and reliability supports long
term cost-effective plant operation.  

Success Criteria/ Top Tier Performance Indicators: 
* Number of unplanned plant transients caused by equipment performance 
* Number of Condition Reports (Level 1, 2, 3) caused by equipment problems 
* Corrective Maintenance backlog 
* Materiel Condition Index 

Key Actions: 
* Complete re-alignment of the System Engineering functions to allow the System 

Engineer to play a more strategic role in his/her system(s) 
* Complete the Preventive Maintenance Improvement Plan (PMIP) 
• Corrective maintenance backlog reduction through process improvements and site 

wide awareness and involvement. Note: Significant improvements in this area must 
be made to meet the 2000 goal.  

* Ensure FCS rules for coding maintenance documents are in line with industry 
standards and practices 

Number of Unplanned Plant Transients Caused by Equipment 
Performance 
This indicator is defined as any down-power caused by equipment materiel condition problems.  
Not included in this indicator are down-powers due to human performance errors or design 
deficiencies.  

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

FCBU Goal 0 0 0 0 0 0 
FCBU Actual 0 - - - - -
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Fort Calhoun Business

Number of Condition Reports (Level 1, 2, 3) Caused by Equipment

Problems 
This Indicator is intended to trend, on a rolling 12 month basis, Level 1, 2, or 3 Condition 
Reports that have been generated, that have RS (reliability) or UF (unexpected failure) in the 
"Cause" field.

Id t 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

FCBU Goal 18 16 14 12 10 
FCBU Stretch goal 16 - - -

FCBU Actual - - - -

Corrective Maintenance Backlog 
This indicator shows how effective and timely we are at keeping our plant equipment in excellent 
working condition. The dat represents the number of backlogged corrective mantenance activities 
at any one time and Includes all work requests and work o.rers.

I c r 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

FCBU Goal <250 <100 <100 <80 <80 
FCBUStretch goal <100 - - -

FCBU Actual - - - -

Materiel Condition Index 
The Materiel Condition Index is a collection of thirteen performance indicators, all relating to materiel 
condition. The discrete indicators and 2000 goals are: 1. Number of control room deficiencies (< 
12), 2. Number of temporary modifications affecting materiel condition (L 5), 3. Number of operator 
workarounds attributed to materiel condition (L 3), 4. WANO PI for HPSI (.003), 5. WANO PI for 
AFW (.01), 6. WANO PI for Emergency AC Power (.024), 7. WANO PI for UCLF (4.1%), 8. WANO PI 
for fuel reliability (5.0 E-4), 9. WANO PI for thermal performance (99.70/%), 10. WANO PI for 
secondary chemistry index (<1.15), 11. Number of items exceeding equipment availability goals (L 
1), 12. Maintenance Rule functional failures per month, on-line (L 5), 13. Monthly average reactor 
coolant system leakage (<0.3 gpm). Each discrete indicator is evaluated each month and assigned 
a I for meeting or exceeding the goal, or a 0 for not meeting the goal. The total of the discrete 
indicators is then divided by 13 to render a number between 0 and 1. The performance indicators 
will be averaged to calculate a monthly index. The annual goal will be an average of the 12 monthly 
indexes for the year.

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 

FCBU Goal >0.75 >0.8 >0.9 >0.9 >0.9 
FCBU Stretch goal >0.8 - - -

FCBU Actual - - - - -



f,04

Operational Initiatives are extremely important at Fort 
• i. Calhoun. However, they do not represent all of the 

work which must be performed in order for us to 
4 achieve our Mission and Vision. To ensure that this 

Strategic Business Plan adequately reflects both 
,i- current and planned activities, the following list of Major 

Projects is included. Just as the environment in which 
we operate is constantly changing and evolving, so to 
will this list change for timing, scope and priorities.
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Fadt Calhoun Business Unit2

Fort Calhoun Business Unit 
Major Plant Projects (>$50K in Total Cost) 
Dollar Amounts in Thousands

480 volt breaker refurbishments 

Administrative Procedures Reduction 

AOV Design Basis Review 

Audit Support 

Plant Eddy-Current Testing 

BASSS/ISSAC Margin Upgrade 

CENTS Non-Condensables Model 

Coatings Program Upgrade 

Complete IST Selection Basis 

Cycle 20 Reload Consulting 

Diesel Generator overhauls 

Dry Cask Storage 

ERF Computer Terminals 

ERF/PDS Hardware/Software 
Upgrades 

Expand Maintenance facilities 

Feedwater Pump overhauls 

Fire Detection System Upgrade 

Fire Protection Upgrades 

Procedure Conversion to WP8.0 
support for PMG/Document Control 

IWE/IWL Program development

250 

50 

250 

60 

70 

100 

50 

50 

122 

75 

150 

50 

53 

427 

50 

130 

70 

300 

54 

50

25

60 

70

60 

70

60 

70

60 

70

150 200 50 200 

150 150 150 150 

100 750 750 750
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Fort Calhoun Business Unit 
Major Plant Projects (>$50K in Total Cost) 
Dollar Amounts in Thousands

LabelingProject 

License Renewal/Extension 

M&TE calibration 

Nuclear: Engineering Network Support 

NRC Exam Development 

Nuclear Partnering Project (JOP) 

PCV-827 Control Upgrade 

PROJECT 2001 

PWRNf Channel Drawers Upgrade 

QSPDS PDU/LCD Replacement 

RAD; Consequences Support 

Roofing repairs 

Security Design Basis Threat 
Evaluation 

Self Assessments/USAR Findings & 

EAS 

Site Security System Replacement 

STA/CRS TaskAnalysis 

Steam Generator Services 

Steam Trap Strainer Configuration 
Changes 

STM Upgrade 

Upgrade the Simulator ERF Computer 
to match plant ERF 

VA-106 Replacement 

VA-89 AND VA-90 Replacement 

Y2K Continued Computer Upgrades

1,918 

60 

156 

50 

104 

122 

69 

161 

425 

50 

50 

50

126 1,431 , .7 2-500 
2,667 1,431 3,7.14 2,500

150 

320 

50

3,700 3,700 3,700

50 

188 

684 

130 

98 

60

30
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February 7, 2000

Omaha Public Power District



NRC/OPPD Meeting 
February 7, 2000 

AGENDA

"* Overview 
"o Performance 

"o Financial 

"o Partnering 

"* Strategic Plan / CHOICE 

"• Plant Operations 
o] Accomplishments/Refueling Outage 

o Challenges / Opportunities Ahead 

O Fuel Integrity 

o Work Management Process 

o Radiation Protection Issues 

0 Organizational Transition

Gary Gates 

Sudesh Gambhir 

Joe Solymossy 

Ralph Phelps / 

Joe Solymossy 

Joe Solymossy 

Joe Solymossy 

Sudesh Gambhir

15 Min 

15 Min 

15 Min 

30 Min 

15 Min 

15 Min 

15 Min



"* Fort Calhoun Station Strategic Plan 

"* The Main Thing 
oi Safe, event-free, cost-competitive nuclear production 

of electricity 

"* CHOICE 
"o Critical self-assessments & broad & lasting corrective 

actions 
"o Human performance is exemplary 
"o Operations are event-free throughout the organization 
o] Initiatives in high visibility areas have strong 

performance 
"o Cost-effective producer of electricity 
"o Excellence in materiel condition



ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Event-free operation for 483 days 

Shortest Refueling Outage- 40 days 

INPO "2" assessment 

Participation in pilot Revised Reactor Oversight 
Program 

Completed study supporting prudence of License 

Renewal 

Successful Y2K transition 

Radiation exposures significantly below goals 

Completion of Switchyard / Distribution Upgrade 

Accreditation Renewal of Operator Training Program 

NRC License 100% pass rate



Major Safety Improvements for Fort Calhoun Station

Diesel-generator / 
switchgear room fire 
barrier installed

Halon and fire 
suppression systems 
installed

Technical Support Center & 
Emergency Operations Facility 
constructed

Auxiliary Feedwater Actuation 
System installed

Emergency Response Facility 
computer system installed

Safety Enhancement 
Program initiated

Emergency Operating 
Procedures upgraded

Procedure prepared for 
responding to severe flood

Shutdown 
Operations 
Protection

Beyond design basis 
improvements prompted by 
PRA insights

Maintenance Rule / 
Work Authorization 
in effect

3.50E-04 

3.OOE-04 -

2.50E-04 

L 2.OOE-04 

a .5E4 

•u 1.50E-04

5.OOE-05

0.OOE+00



Cycle 18 (6-5-98 to 11-11-99)
Extensive Switchyard upgrade completed

Pl'ant improvements -Cleaned and tested 

-Containment Leakage tested -Inspected Stop, Control and 2 hydrogen coolers 

-Repaired paint in Containment Intercept Valves and stator cooler 

•ISI on SG and other RCS components I

Other outage work included: 

REACTOR Extensive valve testing and maintenance, ESF testing, electric system testing and 
maintenance, surveillance tests and preventative maintenance, 480 V breaker 

COOLANT PUMPS refurbishment completed.  

Rebuilt 2 seals with new parts - 3,800 work activities completed 

Motor predictive maintenance

RVPWRSYS



1999 Refueling Outage Goals

Goals Measure Actual 
No Loss of Shutdown Cooling 0 1 
No Loss of Spent Fuel Pool Cooling 0 1 
No Reactivity Control Events 0 0 
No Unplanned Safety System Actuations 0 0 
No Violations of Containment Integrity 0 1 
No Loss Time Accidents 0 1 
No Recordable Injuries 0 1 
ALARA Cumulative Dose 155 Rem 141 Rem 
Personal Contaminations <35 12 
No Human Performance LERs due to RFO work 0 0 
Outage Duration <42 days 40 days 
Scope Growth <15% 13% 
Budget $13.3M $13.1M



Key 1999 Refueling Outage 
Milestones

Outage Window 1999 RFO 1999 RFO 
Target Actual 

Breakers Open to Enter Mode 4 29 HRS 29 HRS 

Enter Mode 4 to Missile Shields Removed 17 HRS 19 HRS 

Missile Shields Removed to RV Head Removed 148 HRS 126 HRS 

RV Head Removed to Core Offload Complete 86 HRS 111 HRS 

Core Offload to Core Reload Complete 234 HRS 260 HRS 

Core Reload Complete to RV Head Tensioned 123 HRS 137 HRS 

RV Head Tensioned to PZR Heaters Energized 104 HRS 114 HRS 

PZR Heaters Energized to Exit Mode 4 24 HRS 55 HRS 

Exit Mode 4 to Reactor Critical 107 HRS 95 HRS 

Reactor Critical to Breakers Closed 28 HRS 26 HRS
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CHALLENGES/OPPORTUNITIES AHEAD

Fuel Integrity 

Work Management Process 

Radiation Protection Issues

Organizational Transition



FUEL INTEGRITY



NOTES



WORK MANAGEMENT 
PROCESS



NOTES



RADIATION 
PROTECTION ISSUES



NOTES



ORGANIZATIONAL 
TRANSITION



Vice President 
Reporting Responsibility

W. G. Gates 
Vice President 

SRO, I-SRMT,MS, MBA, 28Y

_________________ I

S. K. Gambhir 
Division Manager 

Nuclear Operations 
SRO, PE, I-SRMT, MS, MBA, 26Y

I 
M. A. Tesar 

Division Manager 
Nuclear Support Services 

I-SRMT, 27Y

J. W. Chase 
Division Manager 

Nuclear Assessments 
SRO, I-SRMT, MBA, 34Y

R. L. Phelps 
Division Manager 

Nuclear Engineering 
SRO, 3PE's, MS, 31Y

R. L. Andrews 
Manager 

USA Initiatives 
SRO, PE, 28Y

174 person-years nuclear related experience 
5 SRO's 
4 I-SRMT 
6 Advanced Degrees 
5 PE's for 3 individuals 

778 person-years nuclear experience in the 
Nuclear Management Group shown on this and the 
following pages.

1/25/2000

SRO - Senior Reactor Operator License or Equivalent 
PE - Professional Engineer's License 
I-SRMT - INPO Senior Management Course Completed 
MS - Master of Science Degree 
MBA Master Business Administration 
MA - Master of Arts Degree 
Y - Years Nuclear Experience 
IL - INPO Loanee Assignment

I



Nuclear Operation Division

* On loan from INPO

154 person-years nuclear related experience 

1/25/2000

Key 
SRO - Senior Reactor Operator License or Equivalent 
PE - Professional Engineer's License 
I-SRMT - INPO Senior Management Course Completed 
MS - Master of Science Degree 
MBA Master Business Administration 
MA - Master of Arts Degree 
Y - Years Nuclear Experience 
IL - INPO Loanee Assignment 
S.A. - Special Assignment



Nuclear Operation Division

R. W. Short 
Assistant Manager FCS 
SRO, I-SRMT, MBA, 14Y

I 
R. L. Wylie 
Manager 

Planning and Scheduling 
32Y

I 
J. B. Herman 

Manager 
Project 2001 

PE, MBA, 23Y

J. M. Solymossy 
Manager 

Fort Calhoun Station 
SRO, I-SRMT, INPO, 31Y

I 
H. Faulhaber 

Manager 
Outages 

SRO, PE, 18Y

J. "y.i= III•
,.,. VY. I Ills 

Assistant Manager FCS 
Acting Manager Maintenance 

SRO, PE, I-SRMT, Ex-INPO, 25Y

M. J. Puckett R. P. Clemens 
Manager Manager Maintenance 

Radiation Protection Selected Plant Manager (April 2000) 
CHP, 26Y SRO, PE, I-SRMT, IL, 20Y

R. T. Ridenoure 
Manager 

Operations 
SRO, 24Y

235 person-years nuclear related experience 

CHP- Certified Health Physicist 

1/25/2000

7 
R. K. Hamilton 

Manager 
Chemistry 
CHP, 22Y

Key 
SRO - Senior Reactor Operator License or Equivalent 

PE - Professional Engineer's License 

I-SRMT - INPO Senior Management Course Completed 

MS - Master of Science Degree 
MBA Master Business Administration 
MA - Master of Arts Degree 
Y - Years Nuclear Experience 
IL - INPO Loanee Assignment

I
I

I



Nuclear Assessments Division

J. W. Chase 
Division Manager 

Nuclear Assessments 
SRO, I-SRMT, MBA, 34Y

104 person-years nuclear related experience

NRRPT - National Registry of Radiation Protection Technologists 

1/25/2000

Key 
SRO - Senior Reactor Operator License or Equivalent 

PE - Professional Engineer's License 
I-SRMT - INPO Senior Management Course Completed 

MS - Master of Science Degree 
MBA Master Business Administration 
MA - Master of Arts Degree 
Y - Years Nuclear Experience 
IL - INPO Loanee Assignment



Nuclear Engineering Division 

R. L. Phelps 
Division Manager 

Nuclear Engineering 
SRO, 3PE's, MS, 31Y

S. K. Gambhir 
Division Manager 

Nuclear Operations

R. L. Jaworski 
Manager 

Special Assignment 
SRO, PE, PhD, 31Y

J. L. Skiles 
Manager 

Design Engineering Nuclear 
22Y

J. K. Gasper M. R. Core 
Manager Manager 

Nuclear Projects System Engineering 
PhD, MBA, SRO, 26Y PE, IL, 22 Y

132 person-years nuclear related experience 

1/25/2000

Key 
SRO - Senior Reactor Operator License or Equivalent 

PE - Professional Engineer's License 
I-SRMT - INPO Senior Management Course Completed 

MS - Master of Science Degree 
MBA Master Business Administration 
MA - Master of Arts Degree 
Y - Years Nuclear Experience 
IL - INPO Loanee Assignment

I



Nuclear Support Services Division

M. A. Tesar 
Division Manager 

Nuclear Support Services 
I-SRMT, 27Y

K. E. Perdue R. A. Johansen 
Manager Manager 

Nuclear Administrative Services Nuclear Procurement Services 
17Y 18Y

J. A. Splker - M. A. Gayoso K. S. McCormick Manag.rpinaer Manager 
Corrective Action Group Planning and Costs Joint Operations Project 

SRO, 20Y MBA, 32 Y 14Y

128 person-years nuclear related experience 

1/25/2000

Key 

SRO - Senior Reactor Operator License or Equivalent 

PE - Professional Engineer's License 

I-SRMT - INPO Senior Management Course Completed 

MS - Master of Science Degree 
MBA Master Business Administration 
MA - Master of Arts Degree 
Y - Years Nuclear Experience 
IL - INPO Loanee Assignment

I


